EkaTetra’s USB EkaPad with an Ultra Mobile PC

EkaPad: The pocketable keypad for portable text and data entry; a perfect fit with any UMPC.

These two pictures show how easy it is to use a UMPC with the EkaPad in a compact space, such as an airplane seat. The UMPC rests on the table for comfortable viewing while the EkaPad rests in the user’s lap, keyed with only one hand. The other hand can manipulate the stylus.

These 4 pictures show where three strips of 3M DualLock can be attached to the back of any UMPC. The EkaPad attaches using its own DualLock strip and can be attached for use by either right or left hand. This then allows you to hold the UMPC and keyboard at the same time.

Making any UMPC a truly walk around computer

By attaching the EkaPad to the back of any UMPC, the combination becomes a fully functional computer, untethered from the desk or any flat surface. The user holds the UMPC between both palms and chords the EkaPad with the fingers of his keying hand, which can be either hand.
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